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The magnetic correlations in the quadratic latticeS55/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet
Mn(HCOO)2•2(ND2)2CO (TN53.77 K) have been studied by means of specific heat and neutron-scattering
experiments. With a universal temperature scale, the temperature behavior of both the magnetic heat capacity
and spin correlations are quantitatively accounted for by the pure quantum self-consistent harmonic approxi-
mation by Cuccoliet al. for S55/2.
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In recent years much interest has been focused on
low-dimensional quantum Heisenberg antiferromagn
~QHA’s!, such as one-dimensional systems and tw
dimensional high-Tc superconductors, in connection wit
gap and gapless excitations. The Hamiltonian of such a
tem can be written as

H5J(
^ i , j &

Si•Sj , ~1!

where^ i j & runs over all pairs of nearest-neighbor spins. N
merous theoretical and computational approaches have
applied to QHA’s for a variety of one-dimensional system
The method utilizing a mapping of the low-energy spectr
of Eq. ~1! onto the quantum nonlinear sigma mod
(QNLsM) has played a significant role in a sense tha
considers crucial dependence of massive~gap! and massless
~gapless! excitations on the spin-quantum numberS through
the topological term.1 The application of QNLsM to the
two-dimensional QHA system has been performed
Chakravarty, Halperin, and Nelson~CHN!,2 and the results
compared with those for spin correlations in theS51/2 high-
Tc family systems such as La2CuO4.3 The method has sub
sequently been extended by Hasenfratz and Niederm
~HN!.4 As can be expected from the mapping procedure
the lattice Hamiltonian onto the continuous Hamiltonian, t
theory should be more applicable for a larger value ofS. This
intuitive prediction has motivated some experiments a
theories thereafter. The theory of CHN-HN qualitatively e
plains the temperature dependence of the spin correla
length of real systems in the form
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expS 2prs

T D3F12
T

4prs
1OS T

2prs
D 2G , ~2!

wherers is the spin stiffness constant, dependent onSandJ.
Recently, however, some theories and experiments h
pointed out that QNLsM might well be applicable even fo
the case ofS51/2.3,5,6 But the number of experimental re
ports is limited forS.1/2.7–11

In this paper, we investigate the magnetic corre
tions in the S55/2 Heisenberg antiferromagne
Mn(HCOO)2•2(ND2)2CO ~MF2U! with a simple quadratic
lattice, which has the low magnetic ordering temperat
TN53.77 K and the exchange constantJ/kB50.68 K.12

We will show that both the magnetic heat capacity and
spin-correlation length of MF2U are better described
these developed theories rather than QNLsM.

The series of compoundsM (HCOO)2•2(NH2)2CO (M
5Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cd, Zn, and Mg! were studied by one o
the present authors~K. Yamagata! from the crystallographi-
cal or magnetic structural point of view.13 Mn21 ions of the
manganese compound, with its space groupP41212 (a
512.178 Å, c525.909 Å), are coupled antiferromagne
cally via formate radicals, forming the simple quadratic ma
netic layers perpendicular to thec axis, which are separate
from each other by the intervening urea molecules. The m
netism of this layered compound quite resembles the t
dimensional Heisenberg-like behavior of the well-studi
parent compound Mn(HCOO)2•2H2O, as can be anticipate
from their transition temperaturesTN (3.7760.02 K for the
former and 3.6960.04 K for the latter case! and J/kB
(0.6860.04 K, and 0.7060.04 K, respectively!.14

In the present study, the magnetic heat capacity was m
sured by the heat pulse method for the nondeuterated
©2000 The American Physical Society25-1
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MF2U. The lattice contribution to the heat capacity was s
tracted by the use of the isostructural Cd21 compound. Fig-
ure 1 shows the experimental results of the magnetic h
capacity measurement of MF2U. AboveTN the results agree
with the high-temperature series expansions~HTSE!15 with
S55/2 andJ/kB50.68 K60.04 K. The value ofJ is con-
sistent with those estimated for the magnetic susceptibili12

and from the exchange field.16 A small peak is seen atTN
besides the characteristic broad maximum of tw
dimensional magnetic system as shown in Fig. 1. In the
cent theory of the pure quantum self-consistent harmo
approximation~PQSCHA!,17 both the magnetic heat capaci
and the spin-correlation length are given versus the redu
temperaturet5T/2JS̃2, whereS̃ is the effective spin length
When we introduce the reduced temperaturet5T/2JS̃2 and
2JS̃256.15, the PQSCHA result not only nicely reproduc
the experimental results including the maximum value a
K, but also overlaps smoothly with the HTSE results at h

FIG. 1. Magnetic heat capacity of MF2U. The heat capacity
the isostructural Cd21 compound is approximated with a dash
curve to see the lattice contribution. The results aboveTN agree
with the theoretical results of HTSE~Ref. 15! for the S55/2 two-
dimensional Heisenberg antiferromagnet with the exchange
stantJ/kB50.6860.04 K ~Ref. 12!. The results of PQSCHA for
S51, 5/2 and the classical limit~Ref. 17! are indicated.~b! shows
the details of the broad specific heat maximum located at arou
K @enclosed part in~a!#.
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temperatures, as shown in Fig. 1. This scaling givesS̃
52.14, which is rather close toS55/2, when we consider
the spin reduction of 0.19 given by the spin-wave theory
a simple quadratic lattice. These results indicate that
PQSCHA well reproduces the magnetic heat capacity d
with a reasonable reduced temperature scale, being co
tent with the HTSE.

For the neutron-scattering experiment, a single crysta
the deuterated urea compound MF2U of the averaged siz
(0.7 cm)3 was prepared. The neutron-scattering experime
were performed on the spectrometer ISSP-PONTA, insta
at JRR-3M in the Tokai Establishment of JAERI. The~002!
reflection of pyrolytic graphite~PG! was used as a mono
chromator. A PG filter was employed to eliminate th
higher-order reflections from the monochromator. The sp
trometer was operated in the two-axis mode without an a
lyzer. The incident neutron energyEi was fixed at Ei
514.8 meV. The crystal was set into anOrange-type 4He
cryostat with its@110#- and@001#-directions in the scattering
plane. Prior to the experiments on the spin-correlation len
of the deuterated single crystal of MF2U, we measured
temperature dependence of the magnetic Bragg intensI
for the reflection~1,1,0! aroundTN . By subtracting the tem-
perature independent background, we could fit the data b
single power law,I 5A(TN2T)2b, with TN53.795 K and
b50.2060.02, as shown in Fig. 2. This value ofTN is al-
most identical toTN53.7760.02 K of the nondeuterated
system, showing that the magnetism of the deuterated
nondeuterated urea MF2U are essentially the same.
value of b agrees with those of several other layered m
nets including Mn(HCOO)2•2H2O ~Ref. 18! and La2NiO4.8

With this single crystal of MF2U, the two-dimensiona
~2D! correlation lengthj and the structure factorS0 were
measured by two-axis scans. Scans were performed kee
the final neutron wave vector parallel to the 2D magne
ridge (1,1,l ) in order to integrate the 2D magnetic fluctu
tions rorrectly for constant 2D wave vectorq2D (q2D is the
momentum transfer from the 2D antiferromagnetic ridge! in
the energy range from2kBT to Ei .

8 Depending on the in-
tensity and the temperature, rangingTN,T,8.52
K( 52.5 TN), two sets of collimator sequence for the spe

f

n-

4

FIG. 2. Temperature variation of the peak intensity at the m
netic Bragg position~1,1,0! of MF2U. The solid curve presents a fi
to I}(TN2T)2b, with TN53.795 K andb50.2060.02.
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MAGNETIC CORRELATIONS IN THES55/2 . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 024425
trometer, 158-208-208 and 408-408-408 were employed.
Representative scattering profiles from the two-axis scans
given in Fig. 3. The magnetic scattering intensityI (q2D)
from the two-axis scans is fitted to the following simp
Lorentzian line shape,

I ~q2D!}S0 /~11q2D
2j2!. ~3!

We convoluted with the spectrometer resolution function
cluding a slightly sloping background to deducej andS0 for
eachT.

In the quantitative description of the thermal developm
of j or S0 for a general value ofS,2,4,17,19the choice of the
temperature scales, such asT/rs, T/J, T/JS(S11) or T/S2,
becomes essential. Here we use the same reduced tem
ture t5T/2JS̃2 introduced above for the interpretation
magnetic specific heat in the frame of PQSCHA. The res
are summarized in Fig. 4. It is clear that our present data
MF2U are approaching theS55/2 theoretical curve at lowe
temperaturest,0.8. For t.0.8, however, the experimenta
results rather approach the curve for the classical limit. I
pointed out theoretically20 and experimentally11 that theS
55/2 QHA should cross over from classical scaling to ren
malized classical behavior near the upper bound of spin

FIG. 3. Representative profiles of the two-axis scans along
direction (h,2h,0) for the two-dimensional plane of MF2U. Th
solid lines represent the Lorenzian scattering function convolu
with the instrumental resolution.
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ergy spectrum, which is expected aroundT5JS(S
11)/1.1, giving 5.7 K in the present system. This val
corresponds tot5tc50.93, being relevant for the above e
perimental behavior. Looking at other experimental resu
being referred to in this paper, we notice thatj seems to
cross over toj for the higherS aroundtc of the individual
systems~as can be seen in Refs. 17 and 19!. For comparison
the PQSCHA predictions for otherS values are indicated in
Fig. 4. The experimental values forS51/2 substances, suc
as La2CuO4,3 Sr2CuO2Cl2,5 and Cu(DCOO)2•4D2O,6 are
reported as falling almost on theS51/2 theoretical curve.
The results for La2NiO4 ~Ref. 8! and K2NiF4 ~Ref. 7! are
fitted to the theory forS51. We mention that the structur
factor of MF2U, orSO/j2, also shows almost the same b
havior asj, both above and belowt50.8. When we take the
temperature scaleT/JS(S11), as employed in the recen
report on Rb2MnF4,11 we have JS(S11)55.95 with S
55/2 and J/kB50.68 K, i.e., a value comparable wit
2JS̃256.15 in the present scalet5T/2JS̃2.

Another comprehensive expression for the thermal de
opment of spin correlations for a general value ofS is given
in the high-temperature series expansion theory by Els
et al., in which Sj vs T/JS2 plots only slightly depend on
S.19 Our experimental results seem to agree in this case
well, except for higher temperatures wherej also indicates
the cross over, as shown in Fig. 4. Here we only mention
validity of jCHN-NH derived from QNLsM for the general
value ofS. One would expect this theory to fit much bett
for largerS. It is a surprise that this theory gives rather bet
agreement with the results for realS51/2 compounds than
for the systems withS.1/2. The same tendency is found
comparison with other theories, e.g., the ratio ofj evaluated
by Elstneret al.19 to jCHN-NH is about 0.8 forS51/2, but it
becomes 0.25–0.6 forS55/2 in the corresponding tempera
ture region.

Now we comment on the anisotropy in MF2U. The ma
netic susceptibilitiesxc for the perpendicular direction (c
axis! to the magnetic plane, andxa andxb for the two axes in
the plane were measured by a superconducting quantum

e

d

FIG. 4. The theoretical magnetic correlation lengthj plotted

against the reduced temperaturet5T/2JS̃2 ~Ref. 17! and the experi-
mental results for MF2U. The curves correspond to the values
S51/2, 1, 5/2 and the classical limit, respectively, from the l
side.
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terference device system in the temperature range 1.8–5
The observed differences between them were within
aboveTN , and they were well reproduced by HTSE~Ref.
15! for S55/2, g52.00, andJ/kB50.6860.04 K,12 giving
a characteristic broad maximum around 6 K. Just in the
cinity of TN , xc exceededxa andxb by about 3%, and even
belowTN they showed nearly the same decreasing behav
Moreover the magnetization for the three axes at 1.8
showed the same linear increase up to 5 kOe~limit of the
present apparatus!. Only a minute deviation from the linear
ity was seen atH5HA51.7 kOe, if any. This linearity is
shown to continue up to the exchange field ofHe
5106 kOe.16 These facts imply that the magnetic easy a
hard axes are not easily identified for a bulk single crysta
MF2U. Considering the existence of a 41 screw axis along
the c axis, we might expect some long period spin struct
along the perpendicular direction to the magnetic plane
low TN . Our neutron-scattering experiment, however, d
not show any sign of satellite peak. The determination of
spin structure belowTN and theT-H phase diagram has bee
studied experimentally21 and theoretically.22 In the case of
Rb2MnF4, the isotropic limit of the Heisenberg spin symm
try can be obtained by applying the external field along
02442
K.
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effective anisotropy axis.10 The above experiments o
MF2U, however, indicate that aboveTN the system can be
regarded as being isotropic. Even if we take the anisotr
field HA51.7 kOe tentatively, we haveHA /He51.7%,
which might cause a spin crossover from the Heisenberg
lower symmetry only just aboveTN .

In summary the magnetic correlations in the qua
ratic lattice S55/2 Heisenberg antiferromagne
Mn(HCOO)2•2(ND2)2CO (TN53.77 K) have been studied
by means of specific heat and neutron-scattering exp
ments. With the use of the common reduced tempera
scale, both the magnetic heat capacity and the thermal de
opment of the spin correlations are well described by
theory of PQSCHA forS55/2, without any indication of
approaching the results predicted by QNLsM. This is an
experimental work, where the magnetic correlations reflec
in the heat capacity and neutron-scattering experiments
quantitatively interpreted within the same theoretical fra
work.
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